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Bioinformatics: from genome data to biological knowledge
fviiguel A Andrade* and Chris Sander?

Recently, molecular biologists have sequenced about a dozen

bacterial genomes and the first eukaryotic genome. We can

now obtain answers to detailed questions about the complete

set of genes of an organism. Bioinformatics methods are
increasingly used for attaching biological knowledge to

long lists of genes, assigning genes to biological pathways,

comparing the gene sets of different species, identifying

SF zcificity factors, and describing sets of highly conserved
proteins common to all domains of life. Substantial progress

has recently been made in the availability of primary and

added-value databases, in the development of algorithms

and of network information services for genome analysis.
The pharmaceutical industry has greatly benefited from the

accumulation of sequence data through the identification
of targets and candidates for the development of drugs,

vaccines, diagnostic markers and therapeutic proteins.
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Abzeviations
EL-ST basic local alignment search tool
EST expressed sequence tag
ORF open reading frame

Introduction: information transfer and
evolution
Life involves the storage, handling and transformation of
information. The basic information necessary to construct
and manage a living organism is contained in its genome.
T:;is  information is transformed into physical reality by
molecular processes in living cells. Parts of the genome
are translated into proteins. Other parts of the genome
regulate the expression of these proteins. The translated
proteins fold into highly specific three-dimensional struc-
tures. The proteins are targeted to their precise cellular
location where they perform their function. And so on.

hlany details of these processes can be unraveled in
th J molecular biologist’s laboratory. Biological experimen-
tation, however, is generally laborious, expensive, slow
and rarely comprehensive. Fortunately, as a result of
evolution and of physicochemical  constraints, biological
organization is redundant: elementary molecular processes
are multiply adapted and reused in different concexrs and
in different species. This redundancy can be wonderfully
exploited by using evolutionary comparison and system
analysis to transfer biochemical, genetic and cell-biological

knowledge from one set of biological molecules to another,
both within one species and between species. The arc
of evolutionary information transfer is in the skill set of
bioinformacics.

Bioinformatics is a science of recent creation  that  uses bio-
logical data  and knowledge scored in computer databases,
complemenred  by computational methods, to derive new
biological knowledge. It is a theoretical biology firmly
grounded in comprehensive and detailed experimental
facts. Currently, bioinformatics is making a key concribu-
tion  to the organization and analysis of the massive amount
of biological data from genome sequencing projects
and, increasingly, from other areas of ‘high-throughput’,
‘massively parallel’, robotized and miniaturized methods
of biological experimentation.

The classical progression of the pharmaceutical discovery
process goes from drug target (typically a receptor protein
or enzyme) to lead compound to drug. With the arrival
of multiple genome sequences, bioinformatics is already
making practical contributions in target  identification and
in the  design of combinatorial libraries based on detailed
knowledge of one or more protein structures.

This review focuses on recent bioinformatics methods
applied co protein sequences, functions, structures and
pathways. Genome analysis can be performed at different
levels of complexity: individual sequences, complete
genomes, and sets of genomes. We will review applications
at each level, from protein sequence analysis to compara-
tive genomics.

Prediction of protein function
The richest information in genome sequences is in the
set of genes coding for functional proteins. As only a
minority of proteins  have their function known by direct
experiment, information transfer from one protein t0

anocher,  by evolutionary analogy, often yields the first
indications about the function of a newly sequenced gene.
The information transfer relies on the notion (shown
experimentally to be true  in numerous cases) that proteins
similar in sequence are also similar in function. The
transfer of functional information from one protein to
another can, however, lead to substantial errors unless a
number of technical difficulties are properly addressed
(e.g., protein domain organization, hierarchial  definition of
protein functionality).

In practice, given a new protein sequence, the following
questions arise. Does the protein  belong to a known
protein family about which functional information is
available? If so, what is the correct alignment and is a
3D structure available to build a model by homology?
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HOW  closely is the protein related to the members of the
family and what does this imply about the similarity in
function? Which region of the protein matches the family,
and does the match occur in a region known to relate to the
functional properties of the protein? Within that region,
are the known or apparent functional residues conserved?
While well-trained experts in sequence analysis are often
able to address these questions using standard database
search software, considerable effort is going into algorithm
and software development in these areas. Here, we can
only cover selected and recent achievements.

The ability to assess membership in a particular protein
family depends critically on the alignment search used.
Most searches are based on pairwise  sequence-sequence
comparison. The most widely used method, the basic
local alignment search tool (BLAST) algorithm [l],
relates similar sequence fragments. This algorithm has
been improved by two recent adaptations (WU-BLAST2
[2];  PSI-BLAST [3-l). PSI-BLAST extends the search

Table  1

capability by comparing the query protein’s protein family,
as found by the sequence-sequence search, with the
sequence database in a second and further passes (this
appears to be similar to MOST [4],  a sequence-sequen::e
comparison method also based on protein family gentr-
ation  from BLAST results). In general, a set of aligned
sequences can be organized (i.e., grouped and aligned) into
an emerging family in a variety of ways to define a ‘profile’
or family ‘model’. Such profiles aim at capturing the key
functionally constrained features of the family. As a result,
profile-sequence comparisons are a &ore powerful search
tool than mere sequence-sequence comparisons [5,6].

The next level of database searches involves profile-prof,  e
comparison, with increased power for the detection of
remotely related family members; however, the availability
of well-curated and comprehensive datasets  of protein
family profiles is still limited (see Table 1). In rare
cases, discovery of similarities in 3D structure, without
apparent sequence similarity, can lead to the unification

Selected databases and information services.

Database Content

DNA and protein sequences
EMBL

GenBank

SwissProt
PIR
Genome sequencing
projects

Gene identification
GeneMark
Grail
Gene finder
Frame

Functional genome analysis
GeneQuiz

Magpie
Pedant

Complete Genomes at
NCBI

Protein families and
sequence patterns

Prosite

Blocks
FYam

Database links
SRS

Nucleotide
sequences
Nucleohde  and
protein sequences
Protein sequences
Protein sequences
Genome completion
list

Gene identification
Gene identification
Gene identification
Frame-shift detection

Automatic protein
function annotation
Genome analysis
Automatic analysis
of proteins
Genome analysis
and comparison

Protein sites
and patterns
Protein patterns

Protein families
and profiles

Biological database
browser

World Wide Web URL Reference or
site author

www.embl-ebi.ac.uk/ebi~docs/embl_dblebi/topembl.html

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.govlWeblGenbank/index.html

expasy.hcuge.ch/sprot/sprot-top.html
www-nbrf.georgetown.edu/pir/
www.mcs.anl.govlhome/gaasterl/genomes.html

[411

Ml

1431
1441
T Gaasterland

amber.biology.gatech.edu/-william/genemark.html
compbio.ornl.gov/Grail-1.31
dot.imgen.bcm.tmc.edu:9331/gene-finder/gf.html
www.sander.embl-ebi.ac.uk/frame/

1451
[451
V Solovyez

[471

www.sander.embl-ebi.ac.uk/genequiz

www.mcs.anl.gov/home/gaasterl/magpie.html
pedant.mips.biochem.mpg.de/frishman/pedant.html

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Complete_Genomes

I1 11

1481
1491

WI

expasy.hcuge.ch/sprotlprosite.html

wwwblocksfhcrcorg
www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/

[501

1511
(521

srs.embl-ebi.ac.uk:5OOOlsrs5/ [I21

There are many more World Wide Web sites relevant to bioinformatics. The selection here relates to the discussion in the text and, in some cases,
new developments.
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of functional families into functional superfamilies, with
an attendant increase in database search power [7’,8*].
F  nally, given a reliable multiple-sequence alignment
from any method, the analysis of specificity determinants
(residues characteristically conserved within a subfamily
but varying between subfamilies) provides a detailed
handle on the verification of functional hypotheses,
regarding, for example, enzyme mechanisms and substrate
specificity [9,10*].

Apart from the technical problems in correctly assigning
a ?ew  protein to a protein family, sequence analysis is
increasingly faced with the problems of scale. On a given
Monday, a new set of several thousand protein genes
may become available as the sequence of a new genome
is released to the public. Processing these one by one,
applying the expert’s intuition to interpretation of program
output, is too slow. The flood of new sequence data can
only be handled by automation. Following the appearance

Table  1 (contd.)

of the GeneQuiz  software system [ll] for large scale
sequence analysis in 1994, several groups have developed
systems with varying degrees of automation (see Table 1).

GeneQuiz [I l] aims at the derivation of functional
information for sets of protein sequences. The software
system performs a number of database searches and
analyses using databases updated daily, makes deductions
from the output of these searches using a simple expert
system, and provides the end user with a summary
report about the query protein’s function (and structure)
as well as hyperlinks to underlying information, such
as sequence alignments. As a complement, both the
SRS [12]  (EMBL European Bioinformatics Institute)
and Entrez (US National Center for Biotechnology
Information) systems are very useful for browsing directly
linked or neighboring information items. For completely
sequenced genomes (Table Z), access to protein func-
tional information derived using GeneQuiz is available

-
Selected databases and information services.

-
Database

3D Structure
PDB
FSSP
SCOP
CATH
DSSP
Pr Yselect

HSSP
PDBfinder
Swiss-Model
Whatif
DALI

Journal abstracts
MEDUNE

Ev:Guated  MEDLINE

Protein domains and modules
+ ProDom

Modules
0

-

GBD

Content

Protein structures
Protein folds
Protein folds
Protein folds
Protein secondary structure
Representative protein
structures
Protein alignments
Links PDB, DSSP and HSSP
Models by homology
3D structure models
Comparison of protein
structures

Biochemical literature

MEDLINE browser

Protein domains
Extracellular
protein modules

Bacterial genes and
metabolism
Metabolic
reconstructions
Metabolic pathways
Escherichia  coli

Human genes and
genetic disorders
Human genome
database

-

World Wide Web URL

www.pdb.bnl.gov
croma.embl-ebr.ac.uk/dali/fssp/
scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.ukIscopl
www.biochem.ecl.ac.uk/bsm/cath/
wwwsander.embl-ebi.ac.uk/dssp/
www.sander.embl-heidelberg.de/pdbsel

wwwsander.embl-ebi.ac.uklhsspl
www.sander.embl-heidelberg.de/pdbfinder
expasy.hcuge.ch/cgr-bin/swmodel-search-de
swiftembl-heidelberg.de/servers
croma.embl-ebi.ac.ukdalil

www.nlm.nih.gov/PubMed

biomednet.com/gatewaysldb/medline

protein.toulouse.infra.fr/
www.borkembl-heidelberg.de/Modules/

www.ai.sri.comlecocycl

www.cme.msu.edulWITl

www.genome.ad.jp/kegg/kegg2.html
www.mbl.edulhtml/ecoli.html

ww3.ncbi.nlm.nih.govlOmiml

gdbwww.gdb.orgl

Reference or
site author-

[531
[541
[551
CA Orengo et al.

[561
[571

[561
[591
[601
1611
1551

US National Library
of Medicine
BioMedNet

[W
WI

[201

R Overbeek et a/.

119’1
[‘%I

VA McCusick

1651
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at www.sander.embl-ebi.ac.uk/genequiz/  . Generally ac-
cepted protein functional annotation is best accessed using
Swissprot  or Expasy (see Table 1).

Analysis of complete genomes
After the public release of the first bacterial genome
sequence by Fleischmann eta/.  in 1995 [ 131,  other bacteria
and archaebacteria and the Saccharomp-es  cereVskze  yeast
have been completely sequenced (see Table 2). Many
more genomes than those publicly available today will
either be released soon, are almost finished, or have been
sequenced by companies with an uncertain or unknown
release policy. Analysis of the complete set of genes and
regulatory signals using tools of bioinformatics (including
3D modeling of protein structures and computation of the
parameters of their interaction with small molecules) is
currently proceeding in a number of research groups and
answers to many interesting questions are expected in the
near future. Here, we highlight only a few aspects of this
rapidly expanding field.

The characterization and extraction of the translated
parts of a genome sequence, the open reading frames
(ORFs).  is one of the first steps in genome sequence
analysis. Existing methods [ 141  use either transcriptional
and other regulatory signals to suggest boundaries of
the ORFs  [15.,16’] or exploit sequence similarity to
sequences in databases of nucleotide fragments known
to be expressed as proteins, called expressed sequence
tags (ESTs)  [17*].  The error rate of ORF assignment (also
called gene identification) is non-negligible, both in terms
of missing proteins as well as ORFs  not corresponding
to expressed proteins entering the databases [18*].  For
eukaryo:ic  genomes, gene identification has to detect
correct exon/intron  boundaries in order to derive correct

Table 2

Complete genomes and automatic functional assignment.

amino acid sequences. New or improved statistical meth-
ods provide a good starting point, but clearly fall short of
100% accuracy. The comparison of genomic sequence \vith
datasets  of cDNA  sequences (full length, or fragmentary)
remains, therefore, essential for the correct identifica:&,
of protein genes.

The availability of the complete set of proteins of one
organism opens up an entirely new set of questions.
For example, with certain completeness assumptions, one
can now analyse functions that’are expected from basic
biochemical knowledge or known to be present, but for
which no protein has been assigned. Schemes for the
organization of linked networks of protein functions. in
metabolic pathways [19*,20]  or in regulatory cascades,
are useful tools for the assignment of protein genes
to biological pathways (this step of genome analysis
should also be automated). Given a complete pathway
description, apparently missing functions lead either to
the hunt for undetected homologues or a reinterpretation
of the pathway’s enzymatic steps with the possible
involvement of alternative enzymes [Zl’].

Comparative genomics
Once the technology, organization and determination was
in place to finish the first cellular genome sequence,
there was no stopping. Rapidly, detailed comparison of
gene sets of different prokaryotic species has become
possible, as well as the first such comparisons between
prokaryotes, archaea and ar least one small eukaryote  (the
yeast S.  ceraisiae).  The first such comparisons focused
on the functional distribution of particular gene sets
[21*,22*,23].  The spatial distribution of genes also h&s
been studied, for example, it has been observed that
gene order is not necessarily conserved in closely related

-

Organism Size ORFs Sequencing reference GeneQuiz

(Mb) R e f e r e n c e

Bacteria
Haemophilus influenzae  Rd 1.8 1680 1131 15 6 8 8 5 1741
Mycoplasma genitalium 0.6 4 6 8 WI 15 7 0 8 7 I751
Mycoplasma pneumoniae 0.8 677 1671 10 5 9 9 3
Synechocystis sp 3.6 3168 [68,691 12 5 6 74
Escherichia coli 4.7 4285 1701 14 7 2 8 7
Helicobacter pylori 1.7 1590 [711 1 1 5 4 8 4

Bacillus subtilis 4.2 - 4 0 0 0 In press

Archaebacteria
Methanococcus jannaschii 1.7 1735 PSI 8 4 5 74 WI
Archaeoglobus fulgidus 2.2 . TIGR, in preparation
Methanobacterium 1.8 1871 Genome Therapeutics Corporation _ - -

thermoautotrophicum in preparation

Eucarya
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 12.5 6284 I731 1 1 6 0 7 7 [771

3D,  sequences for which a model could be built by similarity to a sequence of known 30  structure; f, sequences for which function is known or
can be inferred from similar sequences; s. sequences that have similar sequences in the database.
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species [24’].  Fundamental mathematical methods to patterns of large sets of proteins under a variety of cellular
conditions) from very small samples, using fragmentation
of peptides  that leads to partial sequence information,
followed by lookup in sequence databases [37*].  These
new high-throughput techniques of transcript (mRNA  as
ESTs)  and protein profiling will soon provide massive
amounts of data, complementing static genome sequences.
Database groups, such as at the US National Center
for Biotechnology Information, the DNA Database of
Japan, and EMBL’s European Bioinformatics Institute,
will soon be faced with the challenge of integrating
genome sequence data with other data emanating from
large-scale molecular biology.

describe gene rearrangement between genomes are being
de<  -loped  (251,  but in practice it is already useful to use
gene  position for functional prediction without sequence
similarity [26].

Comparative analysis of metabolic pathways in organisms
with completely sequenced genomes helps in improving
assignment of functionality based on sequence information
(for example, see [27])  and on occasion has led to the
possible discovery of new pathways or modification of
the existing ones (e.g., the nitrogen assimilation cycle
of :i-(. influenzas)  [20,21’,28].  Comparing the genomes
of a pathogen and a non-pathogen can lead to the
identification of pathogenicity genes [29’].  Proteins spe-
cific to a pathogen that have no (close) homologues in
non-pathogenic organisms are good drug targets as they
may be responsible for pachogenicity.

A fascinating set of scientific questions arise from the
availability of sequences from families that have members
in a.: three biological kingdoms. Such protein families may
represent ancient proteins that rarely accept mutations in

:- their sequences because of strong functional constraints;
t? they also may have been an essential part of a simpler
: organism in early evolution and for this reason are often

called ‘important’ [21*,30’-32.1.  Families of widespread
hypothetical proteins (proteins without assigned function,
typically derived from large-scale sequencing projects) are
very good targets for biochemical or genetic experimenta-
tier:  as well as for determination of 3D structures.

Another set of proteins of particular experimental interest
are those from model organisms with truly functional
homology to proteins in more complex organisms. Very
good examples are yeast proteins with similarity to human
disease-related proteins (e.g., the MSHZ yeast gene
homolog to the gene related to cystic fibrosis) [33,34].  On
a technical point, the availability of complete genome se-
quences facilitates the more accurate identification of true
hor:ologues  based on the distribution of similar sequences
in each genome; however, the difficulties in distinguishing
by sequence similarity alone orthology  sequences (real
functional homolggs)  from paralog (proteins with similar
sequence and close but different functionality) persists in
Principle [35].

Transcript and expression profiles
Genome sequence provides a static picture, even when
functional information is attached to all genes. The time
dirzznsion  is being added, however, as powerful methods
for the analysis of expression patterns (hybridization on
devices containing a multiplicity of oligonucleotides  each
one of known sequence leading to specificity hybridization
Patterns, called DNA ‘chips’) begin to provide complete
information about the role of genes in different cellular
states [36*].  In parallel, new techniques in mass-spectrom-
etry will soon provide proteome fingerprints (expression

Conclusion and future directions
What concrete improvements in bioinformatics methods
do we expect in the near future? Gene identification from
nucleic acid sequence will become increasingly important
as the nematode genome sequence nears completion
(expected in 1998; R Durbin, private communication)
and human genome sequencing ramps up to volume
production. While algorithms for gene identification are
being further refined,  we foresee that  EST cDNA
fragments will saturate the set of all genes, making gene
identification a matter of matching EST sequences against
the genomic sequence from which they are derived and
reducing the practical importance of the use of intrinsic
information (derived only from the sequence itself without
reference co other known sequences) in the statistical
methods for ORF identification.

Improvements are also around the corner in protein se-
quence alignment algorithms, primarily in terms of better
methods for matching sequence profiles, either against
single sequences or against other profiles. Prediction of
protein function from sequence, also called automated
functional assignment, needs to be further automated
and an improved set of rules derived for the expert
modules of large-scale sequence analysis systems. More
accurate hypotheses about the function of a protein can
be put forward if full use is made of phylogenetic or
subfamily analysis and of pathway mapping. In addition,
development of a quantitative concept of similarity of
function would remove a serious, conceptual and practical,
bottleneck.

For the underlying databases of sequences and functions,
there are at least two areas in need of improvement. One
is catching up with the process of annotation (attachment
of functional information to protein sequence data), that
is, removing existing backlogs; this can, in part, be
achieved through partial automation of the annotation pro-
cess. Also, functional annotation by genome sequencing
centers, which is now very heterogeneous (S  Hoersch,
MA Andrade, NP Brown, C Leroy, C Sander, unpublished
data and M  Ashburner, private communication), can be
made more accurate and more formally correct. Second,
in protein sequence datasets  (e.g., Swissprot) pointers to
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the origin of functional information are needed where similarity relations. Ideally, one should be able to trace
that information was derived by similarity arguments. The all functional information to the original experiment, if
need arises from the possible inaccuracy of functional necessary through a series of hyperlinks.
annotation propagated through a series of sequence

Figure  1
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The world according to yeast. Emerging functional map of genomes, viewed by similarity with yeast, the first completely sequenced eukaryote.

Each point represents the genome of an organism and is placed at a radial distance from the center corresponding to its functional similarity to
the yeast genome. Functional similarity is calculated as the percentage of genes an organism shares with yeast, as detected by comparison of
protein sequences. For example, 50% of the currently known genes in the slime mold Dictyostelium  discoidem (bottom center) have at least
one homologous or paralogous gene in yeast, The completely sequenced bacterial genomes (open circles) share about 20-25%  of their genes
with yeast; the human genome just under 20% (estimated). Functional similarity by gene content is a new measure of evolutionary similarity that
requires knowledge of complete sets of genes. As the genomes for most organisms shown here are not yet fully sequenced, this multi-genome
functional map is a first estimate. By the time the human genome sequence is finished (estimated by the year 2002). complete sets of genes
of many genomes will have been probed for functional similarity, by experimental and computational tools, resulting in an increasingly complete
and accurate functional map of all  genomes. Significance of sequence similarity, interpreted as evidence of homology or paralogy, was assessed

using GeneQuiz  ill].  The placement of points in the azimuthal direction is the artist’s approximation of grouping according to taxa. For
incomplete genomes the percentages refer to the current set of genes of that organism in the Swissprot database.
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Bioinformatics has still not solved the protein folding
problem (calculating protein structure from amino acid
se’~uence alone), in spite of tenacious efforts; however,
in;<resting  new methods for matching the properties of
a set of structures to those of a set of multiple sequence
alignments look encouraging-at least in cases for which
all sequences contain a minimal functional signature. In
any event, help is on the way in that a greater number
of larger and more complex new protein 3D structures are
solved by X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy,
albeit at a pace that lags behind genome sequencing.
With the sequences of many genomes and more and more
pr rein structures, the day is not far off when almost every
new protein has a homologue of known structure such that
a reasonably accurate 3D model can be built on the basis
of sequence homology to a protein of known 3D structure.
That day will signal what we call “the slow death of the
(natural) protein folding problem”. Meanwhile, structural
biologists are faced with the challenge of determining at
least one representative of all structural types of proteins,
including membrane proteins, and to improve the rate
of qtructure  determination, perhaps through the kind of
incremental engineering improvements that led to the
decision to sequence human DNA on a large scale.

Complete genome sequences are recent arrivals. As such,
they require new techniques and offer new kinds of
knowledge. Comparative genomics needs new and refined
measures of differences and similarities between genomes.
It offers a magnifying glass under which we can observe
the intricate reasons for the identity of a given organism. In
tir.  :, a conceptual map of all genomes will emerge. A first,
crL.de  attempt at such a map is shown in Figure 1. New
ways of comparing genomes will need to be invented.

Returning to practical applications, one of the first direct
medical benefits from genome analysis will be in the
area of microbial pathogens. Bioinformatics will contribute
through the assignment of protein functional information,
leading to the identification of drug targets and candidate
molecules for vaccines [29].  Ideal targets for novel
nar  -ow-spectrum antibiotics are proteins that are essential
for the survival of the pathogen and that are sub-species
specific, that is, not present in other microbial species.

d
Once a target has been identified and validated, bioin-
formatics can contribute to the identification of a lead
compound that would interact with the target protein.
For example, multiple sequence alignment of the target
with its evolutionary analogs is the input to an analysis
of residue specificity (which residues are characteristic
of particular protein subfamilies); if a reasonable 3D
structure model can be produced exploiting sequence
similarity to a protein of known structure (homology
model building [38*,39,40]),  then a refined molecular
design on the background of structural knowledge of a
series of target proteins of different specificity becomes
feasible. Combinatorial chemistry can benefit directly as

the diversity needed for a given target can be narrowed
down using knowledge of the 3D structure model.

We  are still in the era of the bacterial genomes. Most
eukaryotic genomes are still to come but already the
medical applications of genome projects are invaluable.
Beyond the development of new antibiotics, antiviral
drugs and vaccines, an entire range of highly specific
diagnostic, preventive and therapeutic agents are on the
horizon, optimally tailored to the individual’s biological
profile. Bioinformatics and genome analysis will contribute
the coming revolution in pharmaceutical technology.
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